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eliel' had a big influence on the development of chirality in the field of organometallic chemistry (d. this
type of stereoselectivity has been the subject of several dozen different reports in the literature and is

often a stumbling block to more refined stereocontrolled reactions (see below). several reports are
related to the influence of ligand and metal combination on the stereoselectivity of the product. the

first paper on the subject of direct asymmetric synthesis was published by the same team (s. the
stereochemistry of these reactions has become a subject of recent interest to organic and inorganic

chemists. r. unlike the present work, however, these only examine the results of a single set of
experiments. this is a significant limitation, however, because even this particular set of experiments
are only a small subset of all the syntheses that have been reported. in 1966, eliel moved to southern

california and soon started his own lab at the university of california, los angeles. he and his group,
which has consistently included at least one author from the university of california, los angeles, have
been very successful in producing useful synthetic procedures and in anticipating many noteworthy

chemical reactions. eliel enjoyed a good working relationship with professor alan g. macdiarmid of the
university of california, los angeles, who shared his thesis advisor, professor sanford t. jessee. eliel and

macdiarmid also collaborated on de novo synthesis and total syntheses and the stereochemistry of
various natural products. eliel also had an interest in the chemical synthesis of organic molecules. he

was one of the first scientists to synthesize vitamin c in the laboratory, a feat that earned him the
welch award in 1968. he was the first scientist to apply the chiral pool concept to the stereoselective

synthesis of complex organic molecules.
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sections of the rescue of stereochemistry in the complex stereochemistry: organic synthesis and the
national practitioner's health care provider and in many of the subsequent lectures and books by eliel
in honor of his 90th birthday month will probably rank among the most memorable classes i have ever
attended. her position that things did not go as i wish was strengthened by a letter from eliel in reply to

a query from my teacher (shortlisted for the nobel prize in chemistry in 1994) to provide more
references as i was unable to locate some of the ones that he specified. however, at that time i was

still a graduate student and therefore there was no need for any comments. eliel suggested a
nessessary change of nomenclature and i knew of a famous senior person who could provide anything
of the kind. subsequently, i sent out requests for any relevant references to the title committee. it was
only this person who was able to trace the references to papers published by eliel in the early 1960s
because they had never been collected into an article and it was clearly evident that they were not

going to be examined for the prize in 1994 (full information available in eliel's autobiography, 'in
search of the missing stereocenters'). in a new book by eliel and coworkers, effort was made to expand
the scope of stereochemistry. in a perspective chapter on applications of stereochemical concepts, eliel

and coworkers stressed that almost all concepts of stereochemistry are derived from simple
assumptions. they listed a number of more advanced stereochemical concepts: the 3-d structure of a

molecule is resolved into its component fragments and its stereochemical elements are studied by
attaching them. stereochemical concepts are applied to molecules as a whole without stereocenters.

the state of idealization of conformational spaces of molecules is defined. enantiomeric molecules can
be resolved by chiral discrimination (what distinguished the e and z isomers). the stereochemical

resolution of the transition state of a chemical reaction can also be considered. 5ec8ef588b
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